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Abstract. Even though RFID technology has expanded enormously,
this expansion has been hindered by privacy concerns. In order to pre-
vent an adversary from tracking RFID tags and thus breaking location
privacy, tags have to update their internal state with every authenti-
cation attempt. Although this technique solves the privacy problem, it
has the side effect that tags and back office might desynchronize. This
desynchronization can be caused by physical conditions or by adversarial
intervention. If we look at consumer product identification, RFID labels
and barcodes are bound to coexist for quite some time. In this paper we
exploit this coexistence to reduce the workload at the reader/backoffice
and allow re-synchronization. Concretely, we propose an authentication
protocol that achieves correctness, forward-privacy under mild additional
assumptions and synchronization in the random oracle model.

Keywords: RFID, barcodes, location privacy, forward-privacy, random
oracle model.

1 Introduction

Over the last few years, the use of RFID technology has expanded enormously.
It is currently deployed in electronic passports, tags for consumer goods, public
transport ticketing systems, race timing, and countless other applications.

RFID technology have recently become popular as a replacement for
traditional barcodes in the consumer supply chain. Even though RFID labels
have indeed advantages over barcodes, they also have some drawbacks. On
the one hand, RFID labels can be read faster than barcodes and have less
restrictions on the physical positioning of the label. These advantages do not
necessarily imply that barcodes will be replaced by RFID labels and are no
longer needed. It is still useful to have some backup identification possibility. For
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instance, when an RFID label breaks down it is still possible to switch to barcode
identification. Barcodes are often printed right on the product (wrapping) and
therefore are currently cheaper than an RFID label. Furthermore, the barcode
system is deeply entrenched in many systems and complete replacement is not
going to happen in the near future [WNLY06]. Actually, barcodes and RFID
systems have to be used in parallel for many more years. On the other hand, the
widespread use of RFID has raised various privacy concerns. Since most RFID
tags will send a unique identifier to every reader that attempts to communicate
with it, an adversary could build an “RFID profile” of an individual, i.e., the
collection of unique identifiers of the RFID tags that the individual usually car-
ries. This profile could be used to track this person, or to infer behavior such as
spending or traveling patterns, jeopardizing this person’s privacy.

If we focus on inexpensive EPC-like tags, think of the ones attached to a
product in the supermarket, we observe that RFID tags are often used in parallel
with barcodes, instead of replacing them. The combination of barcode and RFID
label can be found on several products nowadays. Figure 1 shows an example of
such a tag.

In this paper we exploit this duality by using a combination of barcode and
RFID labels in order to get the best of each technology. On the one hand,
flexible reading and unique identification, on the other hand the infeasibility
for an adversary to track goods at will. We present a practical solution where
both RFID label and barcode are combined in order to provide location privacy.

Fig. 1. Barcode and RFID label

Many privacy notions have been discussed
in the literature but the notion of for-
ward privacy is generally considered satisfac-
tory [Vau07,BBEG09]. This privacy notion
requires that an adversary who has control
over the communication media should not
even be able to tell whether two protocol
instances involve the same tag or not. More-
over, even when all secret information in the
tag is revealed to the adversary, this should
not be able to link this tag with previously
recorded protocol runs. In order to achieve
such a strong security notion, it is necessary that the tag updates its state
(using a one-way function) with every authentication attempt. This continuous
updating might lead to desynchronization between the back office and the tag.
This desynchronization can be both, induced by an adversary or simply due to
physical conditions like the distance between tag and reader.

Related Work. A large number of protocols have been proposed in the
literature that aim to achieve location privacy [JW05, Tsu06, BdMM08] and
concretely forward-privacy [OSK +03,Vau07,BBEG09]. Unfortunately, many of
these proposals turn out to be either impractical due to the resource-constrained
nature of RFID or suffer from desynchronization. Achieving forward privacy
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without using public key cryptography has shown to be a very challenging task.
In fact, Vaudenay [Vau07] showed that having a forward private stateless RFID
scheme implies key agreement, which is believed to be require public-key cryptog-
raphy. Achieving forward-privacy with symmetric cryptography requires heavy
workload on the reader side and these protocols often suffer from desynchro-
nization. A distinguished example is due to Avoine [AO05], who proposed a
scheme based on OSK [OSK +03] that achieves forward-privacy. Unfortunately
this protocol suffers from desynchronization which has impact on availability.
The scheme of Dimitriou [Dim05] is reminiscent of the Hash-Locking scheme
of Weis [WSR +04] but it also suffers from desynchronization. For a complete
survey of related work we refer the reader to [Jue06].

Our Contribution. This paper proposes a forward private RFID authentica-
tion protocol that incorporates a mechanism for re-synchronization. We exploit
the coexistence of RFID and barcodes in the protocol design in order to achieve
a more efficient search procedure on the reader side. The main idea of the proto-
col resembles that of OSK, except that we allow a limited and small number of
failed authentication attempts. This reduces dramatically the search space on the
reader side. Should this limit be exceeded, then the barcode allows the protocol
to re-synchronize. This re-synchronization takes place within the authentication
protocol itself so that it does not compromises privacy.

We propose a model for RFID privacy using provable security techniques,
following the lines of [Avo05, Vau07, JW09, GvR10]. Within this model we de-
fine correctness, forward-privacy and synchronization. Finally, we show that our
protocol satisfies all these security notions using the random oracle methodology.

Organization of the Paper. In Section 2 we briefly explain the desynchroniza-
tion problem. Section 3 describes the system and adversarial models. Section 4
then provides definitions for security, (forward-)privacy, (strong-)correctness and
desynchronization. Section 5 describes our protocol and Section 6 substantiates
the security claims. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and discusses future
work.

2 The Desynchronization Problem

Our goal is a practical RFID protocol that provides location privacy. The mean-
ing of the adjective “practical” heavily depends on the resources and restrictions
that are given. A good first attempt is the following protocol where a tag T
sends the hash of its identity id concatenated with some random value r and r
itself to a reader R.

T→ R : h(id, r), r

Assuming a perfect hash function and random number generator it is impossible
for an eavesdropper to retrieve the identity id. This small protocol is more or
less what was proposed as the Randomized Hash-Locking scheme by Weis et al.
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in [WSR +04]. The reader is connected to a back-end where a database is main-
tained with all tag identities. The big drawback in this solution is in the search
procedure. To look up a tag every identity needs to be hashed in combination
with the random r. This drastically reduces the applicability of this solution to
small systems with a limited number of tags.

Another well-known RFID protocol from the literature is OSK [OSK +03]
where the tag identifiers are updated in every protocol run regardless whether it
was a successful run or not. This is done by a hash chain where hi(x) means that
x is successively hashed i times. In [CC08] it is shown that the OSK scheme is
synchronizable since DR = ∞, DT = 0, RR = ∞ and RT = 0. This illustrates
the fact that a resynchronizable protocol is not automatically efficient in its
search procedure. For instance, a denial-of-service attack (DoS attack) might be
induced by simply sending a random value to the reader.

Barcode Analogy. The protocol that is introduced in this paper can be best
explained in analogy to the traditional and very successful barcode. RFID is
used to automatically identify products and to process the gathered data. This
can be used to track products along the supply chain in industry [Att07], the
medical sector [WCO+07], libraries [MW04] and many other situations where
barcodes are already employed.

A well known daily example of barcodes can be found in a shop. The cashier
scans the barcodes of products that the customer wants to buy. From time to
time the scanner might not be able to read a barcode. In such cases the cashier
enters the serial number by hand using a keypad. This backup procedure costs
more time and effort, but at the end the checkout procedure is far more efficient
than it would be when every product was entered manually at default.

The number of times that the cashier has to fall back to the manual input
procedure is very low. If this was not the case, the use of barcodes would be ques-
tionable. Actually, we face the same problem in privacy friendly RFID. Here, the
tag and reader need to stay synchronized in some way. To the best of our knowl-
edge, all attempts to design a protocol that keeps up with these discrepancies
try to achieve this without any human intervention. Many proposals try to pre-
vent desynchronization purely by means of the wireless link. This becomes a
very hard task when, at the same time, an adversary is allowed to exhaustively
query a tag. In practice desynchronization is a problem that should be handled,
merely because it may also occur due to physical problems in the reading pro-
cess. Now, recall the same shop as mentioned before but let the products be
equipped with RFID tags. When a tag is no longer synchronized with a genuine
reader and the system fails to identify a tag, we fall back to the use of a second
channel which provides the reader with the needed identity. This identity can
then be read from a barcode or serial number which is physically printed on the
RFID tag. A protocol run in which a second channel is used to synchronize the
tag and reader state is called a synchronization run. Since a synchronization run
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involves additional actions apart from running the protocol it can be treated
as a special instance of the protocol. In general, these special instances occur
scarcely in practical settings. In this paper we further elaborate on a system like
presented above.

3 System Model

Consider a scheme where readers have a secure communication channel with the
back office. We assume that readers are single threaded, i.e., can only have one
active protocol instance with a tag at a time. After running a protocol with a tag,
the reader has an output that is typically the identity of the tag. New readers
and tags can be added to the system at will. The formal definition follows.

Definition 1 (RFID scheme). An RFID scheme Π consists of:

– a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm SetupSystem that takes as input
the security parameter 1η and outputs the public key pair (sk, pk) of the sys-
tem.

– a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm SetupReader that takes as input
the secret key of the system sk and outputs the initial state of the reader s
and the reader’s secret k.

– a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm SetupTag that takes as input the
secret key of the system sk and outputs the initial state of the tag s and the
tag’s secret k.

– a polynomial-time interactive protocol between a reader and a tag, where the
reader returns Output. Output is typically the identity of the tag.

An adversary is a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm that interacts with
the system by means of different oracles. The environment keeps track of the
state of each element in the system and answers the oracle queries according to
the protocol. Besides adding new tags and readers to the system and being able
to communicate with them, an adversary can also corrupt tags. This models
techniques like differential power analysis and chip slicing. By corrupting a tag
an adversary retrieves its internal state.

Definition 2 (Adversary). An adversary is a probabilistic polynomial-time
algorithm that takes as input the system public key pk and has access to the
following oracles:

– CreateReader(R) creates a new reader by calling SetupReader(sk) and up-
dates the state of the back-office. This new reader is referenced as R.

– CreateTag(T ) creates a new tag T by calling SetupTag(sk) and updates the
state of the back-office. This new tag is referenced as T .

– CorruptTag(T ) returns the internal state s of the tag T .
– Launch(R) attempts to initiate a new protocol instance at reader R. If R

has already an active protocol instance then Launch fails and returns zero.
Otherwise it starts a new protocol instance and returns one.
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– Send(m, A) sends a message m to the entity A and returns its response m′.
The entity A can either be a reader R or a tag T .

– Result(R) outputs whether or not the output of the last finished protocol
instance at reader R is not ⊥, i.e., Output �= ⊥.

Definition 3. We denote by O the set of oracles {CreateReader, CreateTag,
CorruptTag, Launch, Send, Result}.

4 Security Definitions

This section elaborates on the security and privacy definitions from the literature,
much of it is standard.

The main goal of an RFID system is security, which means that readers are
able to authenticate legitimate tags. Throughout this paper we focus on privacy.
For the sake of self containment, we include here the following security definition
which is an adapted version of the security definition proposed in [Vau07].

Definition 4 (Security). An RFID scheme is secure if for all adversaries A
and for all readers R, the probability that R outputs the identity of a legitimate
tag while the last finished protocol instance at reader R and this tag did not have
any matching conversation, is a negligible function of η. Matching conversation
here means that R and the tag (successfully) executed the authentication protocol.

Next we define privacy composing the definitions of Juels and Weis [JW09]
and Vaudenay [Vau07] since each of them has its advantages: the former is
indistinguishability based, which makes it more practical; the latter has the
drawback of being simulation based but is stronger and allows for a variety
of adversaries with custom capabilities. Privacy is defined in an IND-CCA like
fashion where the adversary tries to win the privacy game. In this game, the
environment creates system parameters by calling SetupSystem. Then it gives
the public key of the system pk to the adversary A0. This adversary has access
to the set of oracles O. Eventually, A0 must output two uncorrupted challenge
tags T �

0 and T �
1 . Then, the environment chooses a random bit b and gives the

adversary A1 access to T �
b . At this point, the original references to T �

0 and T �
1

are no longer valid. Again, the adversary has access to all oracles O. Finally, the
adversary outputs a guess bit b′. The adversary wins the game if b = b′. The
formal definition follows.

Definition 5 (Privacy game).

Priv-GameΠ,A(η) :
(sk, pk)← SetupSystem(1η)
T �

0 , T �
1 ← AO

0 (pk)
b← {0, 1}
b′ ← AO

1 (T �
b )

winif b = b′.
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The challenge tags T �
0 and T �

1 must be uncorrupted, which means that no
CorruptTag(T �

{0,1}) query has been made. Adversaries implicitly pass state.

In general, it is hard to define a realistic adversarial model as different
applications have different requirements. Following the lines of Vaudenay [Vau07],
we consider different classes of adversaries depending on their capabilities. The
notions of forward, weak and narrow adversaries are due to Vaudenay. The no-
tion of thin adversary is introduced in this paper to handle protocols that use
a second channel. Intuitively, a forward adversary is an adversary that observes
communication between tags and readers and later on acquires one of these tags
and tries to link it with some of the past sessions, compromising its privacy. If
the adversary succeeds to do so, with non-negligible probability, we say that is a
winning adversary. A weak adversary is an adversary that is unable to corrupt
tags. In real life scenarios it is often realistic to assume that an adversary can
see the outcome of an authentication attempt. For instance, this is the case of
transport ticketing systems where an adversary could observe whether the gate
of the metro opens or not, for a specific tag. An adversary that is unable to
do so is called narrow. In line with the narrow adversary we introduce the thin
adversary. A thin adversary cannot see additional information that is provided
to the reader. Think for example of additional identifying information to make
the search procedure more efficient.

Definition 6 (Types of adversaries). A forward adversary is an adversary
that has access to all oracles O. A weak adversary cannot perform any
CorruptTag query at all. A narrow adversary does never query the Result oracle.
Finally, we introduce the notion of thin adversary which, like the narrow adver-
sary, does never query the Result oracle. Furthermore, a thin adversary cannot
see synchronization runs and thus cannot see protocol runs where information is
used that is obtained by the second channel.

Remark 1. Note that this notion of forward adversary is stronger than the one
proposed by Vaudenay and closer to the notion of Juels and Weis.

Definition 7 (Privacy). Let C be a class of adversaries in {forward,weak,
narrow, thin}. An RFID scheme is said to be C-private if for all probabilistic
polynomial-time adversaries A = (A0,A1) ∈ C

P[Priv-GameΠ,A(η)]− 1
2

is a negligible function of η.

In our definition of desynchronization we follow [CC08]. Consider a valid tag
which is referenced by id. Let its corresponding key k be denoted kid. Every tag
is initialized by SetupTag using the initial key k0

id. Then, ki
id denotes the tag key

after i updates. Since both reader and tag keep track of their own instance of kid,
we write rkid for the reader instance and tkid for the tag instance of kid. Usually,
rkid = tkid = k∗

id, but when the tag and reader are no longer synchronized we
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have tkid = ki
id and rkid = kj

id where i �= j. In order to allow reasoning about
desynchronization, first correctness is defined, then the definition of a strong cor-
rectness game follows. In its turn this game is used to define strong correctness.
Finally, it is defined when an RFID scheme can be subject to desynchronization.

Definition 8 (Correctness). An RFID system is said to be correct when the
reader outputs ⊥ after an authentication protocol π with a non-legitimate tag
and outputs the tag id after an authentication protocol π with a legitimate tag.

The Strong Correctness Game is comparable to the Privacy-Game and its
setup is also indistinguishability based. Again, the challenger generates system
parameters by calling SetupSystem. Then, the public key pk is given to an
adversaryA which has access to the set of oraclesO. At some point A outputs an
uncorrupted challenge tag T �. Then, the environment runs the authentication
protocol with T �. This yields an output ⊥ when the tag was not recognized
as legitimate or an identifier id when a legitimate tag was found. Finally, the
adversary wins if the reader outputs ⊥ and cannot identify T �.

Definition 9 (Strong Correctness Game).

Strong-Corr-GameΠ,A(η) :
(sk, pk)← SetupSystem(1η)
T � ← AO(pk)
Execute(R�, T �)
b← Result(R�)
winif b = 0.

where Execute(R, T ) runs the authentication protocol between the reader R and
the tag T . The challenge tag T � must be uncorrupted, which means that no
CorruptTag(T �) query has been made.

Definition 10 (Strong Correctness). Let C be a class of adversaries in
{forward,weak,narrow, thin}. An RFID system is said to be C-strong correct
if for all probabilistic polynomial-time adversaries A ∈ C

P[Strong-Corr-GameΠ,A(η)] − 1
2

is a negligible function of η.

Definition 11 (Key shifts). A key shift in an RFID scheme is the increment
of |i− j| by 1 for an arbitrary tag T with tki

id and reader R with rkj
id. The value

|i− j| ∈ N is called number of key shifts.

Remark 2. Note that our definition of key shift corresponds with the definition
of desynchronization in [CC08]. We prefer to define desynchronization as the
case where synchronization between a tag and reader is no longer possible.

The desynchronization value is a pair (DR, DT ) where DR is the maximum
number of key shifts j− i with rki

id �= tkj
id and i < j, while DT is the maximum
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number of key shifts i − j with rki
id �= tkj

id and i > j. Correspondingly, the
resynchronization value is a pair (RR, RT ) where RR and RT are the maximum
number of possible key shifts after which the RFID system still is strong correct.
An RFID scheme is said to be synchronizable when both DR ≤ RR and DT ≤
RT .

Definition 12 (Desynchronization). An RFID scheme is subject to desyn-
chronization when DR > RR or DT > RT .

5 Protocol Description

This section introduces a protocol that exploits the use of a second channel to
achieve thin-forward privacy. The protocol should not be subject to desynchro-
nization. Even when a tag is queried an unbounded number of times, this should
not result in a denial-of-service (DoS) or in identification failure. First, we briefly
elaborate on the notion of second channel that we use, then we define the tag
and reader state in this protocol, and finally we discuss the protocol itself.

Second Channel. The protocol uses a second channel which is a channel
between the tag and reader that allows a tag to send its tag identity to the
reader. This channel uses other physical means than the wireless link and is
therefore out of the scope of a narrow adversary. Like narrow adversaries can-
not perform the Result query [Vau07], i.e. cannot learn outgoing messages on
channels other than the wireless link, they cannot learn incoming messages that
are sent on channels other than the wireless link. An example of an outgoing
message on a second channel is for instance a door that opens when a tag is
successfully authenticated. An example of an incoming message is for instance
a barcode scanner or keypad connected to an RFID reader that communicates
the tag identity to the reader. Of course, this identity still needs to be verified
by the reader using the wireless link. The second channel speeds up the search
process at the reader side when the tag and reader keys are relatively shifted. It
does not replace the wireless link.

Tag and Reader State. In order to keep track of all the state changes and
achieve an RFID system that cannot be desynchronized, the state is managed
as follows. First we introduce some notation.

Notation Meaning
id The tag identifier
k The session key; this key is updated in every protocol run
k̃ The synchronization key; for tag-reader synchronization
hi(x) i times successively hashing of x

Every tag is identified by an identifier id, but this identifier is not part of the tag
state. However, a reader needs to relate this tag state somehow to the identifier
of the tag. The tag state consists of a session key k and a synchronization key k̃.
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This pair of keys (k, k̃) uniquely identifies a tag and thus can be related to id.
The session key is updated in every protocol run, while the synchronization key
is only updated after an authenticated message from the reader. A tag always
starts to execute an internal key update before it sends any message to the outer
world. The purpose of k̃ is to allow synchronization between the tag and reader.
Finally, it should be possible to extract the identity id from the tag using a second
channel. For example, the identity id can be printed on the tag as a barcode,
which allows a barcode scanner to send id over the second channel. The reader
state contains, apart from k and k̃, also the tag identifier id. To distinguish the
keys in the reader state from the keys in the tag state we write rkid, rk̃id and
tkid, tk̃id, respectively. There are two ways in which the reader identifies a tag.

– The reader pre-computes h(hi(rkid), nr) for all i < N , all tag ids, and some
nonce nr. Now, identification is a look-up in its pre-computed table (See
Tables 1 and 2).

– The reader obtains the identity id by use of a second channel. Now, id allows
the reader to look up the synchronization key rk̃id, which in its turn is used
to induce synchronization of the tag and reader state.

The first way solely uses the wireless link whereas the latter way also uses the
second channel. The synchronization is needed when the tag’s session key is
beyond the scope N of the reader. It allows a reader to quickly frame which tag
it is targeting.

The protocol design is such that after a synchronization attempt of the reader
a tag could either update its synchronization key or not. Depending on the
situation there are two tag states possible. Therefore, the reader keeps track
of two states for each tag simultaneously. The next protocol run in which this
particular tag participates resolves then which of the two states is valid. In
Table 1 and 2 the two states are captured by the record status st, which can
either be ‘old’ (O) or ‘new’ (N). This makes the reader state consist of at most
two tuples (id, st, k, k̃) per tag.

Table 1. Reader Database

id Status st Key k Sync Key k̃ Identifier 1 . . . Identifier i

id1 O k1 k̃1 h(h1(k1), nr) . . . h(hi(k1), nr)

id1 N k′
1 k̃′

1 h(h1(k′
1), nr) . . . h(hi(k′

1), nr)

id2 O k2 k̃2 h(h1(k2), nr) . . . h(hi(k2), nr)

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
. . .

.

.

.

idn N kn k̃n h(h1(kn), nr) . . . h(hi(kn), nr)

Table 2. Look-up

Identifier id st

h(h1(k1), nr) id1 O
h(h1(k′

1), nr) id1 N
h(h2(k1), nr) id1 O
h(h2(k′

1), nr) id1 N

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
h(hi(k1), nr) id1 N
h(h1(k2), nr) id2 O
h(h2(k2), nr) id2 O

.

.

.
.
.
.

.

.

.
h(hi(k2), nr) id2 O
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Precomputation and State Resolution. Two important questions need to
be answered. First, how can the reader construct a precomputed table for look-
up while a random nonce nr is used in the protocol of Figure 2. Second, how can
the number of possible tag states be limited in such a way that state resolution
is always possible.

The reader state is stored as shown in Table 1. For every tag the reader
precomputes the identifiers h(hi(rkid), nr) for all i < N . In practice, N = 3
might already be a good choice to withstand desynchronizations that occur due
to bad physical circumstances. Since the reader cannot know id in advance, all
nonces nr in the precomputed table need to be the same. During idle time the
reader can precalculate several tables as shown in Table 1 for different values
nr. A different representation of Table 1 is given by Table 2.

When a synchronization run is needed, first the identifier id is obtained by
using the second channel. Then, the reader executes a synchronization run, im-
mediately followed by a normal run. This second run makes clear whether the
key update on the tag side was successful or not. If it was successful the reader
is able to lookup the tag identifier in the database. However, in case of a failure
run it is unclear whether the update was successful but the second run failed, or
if the update already failed in the first place. For both scenarios the reader keeps
a record corresponding to id, namely O and N. In order to prevent desynchro-
nization on this level, this specific tag can be labeled as ‘suspicious’ to indicate
that something went wrong in the synchronization run. The tag needs then to
be synchronized in a safe environment. Every other attempt of a reader to syn-
chronize would potentially leak location information to an adversary and should
therefore not be executed.

Success, Failure and Synchronization Run. This section discusses the suc-
cess, failure and synchronization run. The authentication protocol is depicted in
Figure 2. The success run is a protocol run in which a reader is able to success-
fully identify a tag and updates the identifiers in the database accordingly. This
update might just concern the next identifier k, or update the synchronization
key k̃ as well. Whenever a reader fails to identify a tag, the corresponding proto-
col run is called a failure run. After a failure run, the reader needs to be provided
with the tag identifier id using a second channel. Now, id can be used to select
the tag in the database and find the corresponding synchronization key k̃ which
can be used to execute a synchronization run and update both k and k̃. The
idea behind the different run types is that they look the same to an adversary.

A success run starts with a challenge nonce nr. Under all circumstances,
the tag computes the successive tag key k ← h(k) before it sends any mes-
sage. This key updating is done regardless of the number of requests that are
made. After this phase, the identifier m1 is sent, which directly depends on k as
m1 ← h(k, nr). Due to this dependence on k, the successive tag identifiers might
run beyond the identifiable scope N of the reader. Since a reader cannot continue
to search for an identifier forever, N determines the maximum number of key
updates considered in a look-up attempt. In the success run we consider a lookup
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successful when it is of the form ∃(id, k) ∈ T, i ≤ N : h(hi(k), nr) = m1. The
corresponding identity id, key k and resynchronization key k̃ of the tag are
resolved, which completes the identification of the tag. For similarity reasons,
the reader finishes by sending a random m2 message.

The failure run starts like every run with a challenge nr. In its turn, the
tag first computes the next tag key k ← h(k) before any message is sent. In
contrast to a success run, the reader is unable to resolve the tag’s identity from
message m1. Since m2 can be a random message, the reader is still able to finish
the protocol, as it is designed to show equal behavior in every run. However,
identification was unsuccessful and thus the reader has to obtain the tag identifier
id by using a second channel, e.g. the id could also be available as a barcode on
the RFID label. Of course, the adversary can obtain id as well, but the tracking
effort per tag is relatively large compared to the tracking of RFID labels with
fixed identifier. Hence, this protocol reduces the problem of tracking RFID labels
to the problem of tracking barcodes.

Finally, the synchronization run is used once the identifier id is obtained by the
reader. The identifier id can be provided over the second channel and allows the
lookup of k and k̃, which are used later on in this run. Again, the reader starts the
protocol by sending a nonce nr. The tag computes m1 ← h(k, nr) and updates
the tag key k ← h(k), then it sends m1 which is used as unpredictable input for
the last message m2. By m2 the reader proves knowledge of the synchronization
key k̃ to the tag. This time, m2 is constructed from m1 and k̃ as m2 ← h(m1, k̃).
The tag knows k̃ and can therefore check the validity of m2. If it is indeed a valid
message, the tag updates the tag key k ← h(k̃, m1) and the synchronization key
k̃ ← h(k̃).

Reader Tag

state: k, k̃state: T = [id, k, k̃]

nr ← {0, 1}l nr �
m1 ← h(k, nr)
k ← h(k)

m1�
∃(id, k) ∈ T, i ≤ N :

h(hi(k), nr) = m1

then m2 ← {0, 1}l
k← hi(k)

else m2 ← h(m1, k̃) m2 �

if h(m1, k̃) = m2

then k ← h(k̃, m1)
k̃ ← h(k̃)

Fig. 2. The Protocol
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6 Security Analysis

This section analyzes the security of the proposed protocol in the random oracle
model. In the resynchronization run the last message m2 of the protocol leaks
location information. For this reason, and in general because forward privacy
cannot be achieved for any type of synchronized symmetric protocol construc-
tion [NSMSN09], we use the slightly more restricted thin adversary. First, we
show that our protocol is thin-forward private. Then we show that the protocol
is not subject to desynchronization.

Theorem 1. The protocol depicted in Figure 2 is thin-forward private in the
random oracle model.

The proof closely follows the narrow-forward privacy proof of modified OSK
in [GvR10]. In short, it introduces a simulator S which keeps track of all oracle
calls H and stores them as an entry of the form 〈in,out〉 in a table TH. Then,
TH is adapted such that the protocol messages and thus the resulting view of
a particular adversary A1 remain the same while the keys, and thus the tag
identities, are swapped. This leads to a contradiction.

Proof (Sketch). Suppose there exists an adversary A = (A0,A1) that wins the
Priv-GameΠ given in Definition 5 with non-negligible probability. Then, imag-
ine a simulator S that first initializes the system and then runs the adversary
A0. Every oracle call of A0 to the oracle H is simulated as usual by a table TH
which contains all previous queries with their corresponding answers. At some
point A0 finishes and chooses two tags T ∗

0 and T ∗
1 . Let (k0, k̃0) be the key pair

of T ∗
0 and (k1, k̃1) be the key pair of T ∗

1 after they are returned by A0. As in
the game, S will draw a random bit b. Next, S runs AO

1 (T ∗
b ) which at some

point outputs a guess bit b′. By hypothesis we get that b′ = b with probability
significantly higher than 1

2 . By † we identify the predecessor value of a key, so the
predecessor of k0 is k†

0. Now S swaps all occurrences of k0 with k1 in all entries of
TH. Note that either the entry 〈h(k̃†

0, ), k0〉 or the entry 〈h(k†
0), k0〉 is present in

TH. The first one occurs when the last update of k was in a synchronization run.
The latter one occurs when the last update of k was in a non-synchronization
protocol run. The replacement of k0 by k1 and vice versa does not affect the
protocol messages since k0 and k1 are not involved in any protocol messages
after the oracle call entries defined above. Furthermore, m2 ← h(m1, k̃) is the
only message that involves k̃ and only occurs in a synchronization run. Since A1

is thin, it is clear that k̃ does not have any influence on the view of the adversary.
Now, S runs adversary AO

1 (T ∗
1−b) with the adjusted TH. Again by hypothesis,

we get that A1 outputs b′ = 1 − b with probability significantly higher than 1
2 .

Since A1 is thin, its view is exactly the same as in the previous run, which leads
to a contradiction.

Theorem 2. The protocol depicted in Figure 2 is not subject to desynchronization
in the random oracle model.
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Proof (Sketch). In order to show that desynchronization is impossible we have
to show that both DR ≤ RR and DT ≤ RT hold. The tag state is the tuple
(k, k̃). First, k is always updated, k̃ is only updated after a synchronization run.
Therefore, we focus k̃ to induce key shifts since only then a desynchronization
is possible. From the protocol definition we deduce that DR = RR = 1 since a
reader only starts a synchronization run when it was able to look up k̃ in one
of the two possible tag states. Furthermore, we know that DT = 0 from which
follows that DT ≤ RT since RT has to be positive. Suppose that either DR > RR
or DT ≤ RT is true, then there exists an adversary A that wins the Strong-
Corr-GameΠ given in Definition 9 with non-negligible probability. This means
that A outputs a tag T � with key tk̃i while the reader has no matching key
rk̃j−1 or rk̃j , since i �= j − 1 and i �= j has to be true. There are two ways for
the adversary to achieve this:

i > j : The tag key is updated (i − j)-times more than the reader key.
The only way to induce a key update on the tag side is to construct the
message m2 = h(m1, k̃). Because of the one-wayness of h and since the
adversary cannot call CorruptTag, the key k̃ is not known and it is impossible
to construct m2 for the adversary. Only the reader R is able to construct
m2 = h(m1, k̃), but inherent to this generation of m2 is the storage of the
new reader keys (rkj+1, rk̃j+1) while at the same time the old keys (rkj , rk̃j)
are maintained. The last option would be a replay of m2, but this is rendered
impossible by the use of nr in m1, and thus in m2, which introduces freshness
in every protocol run. To conclude, it is not possible to obtain i > j.
i < j − 1 : The reader key is updated (j − i)-times more than the tag key.
By hypothesis we know that i < j − 1 since i �= j, i �= j − 1 and i ≯ j as
concluded in the previous case. Let i = j, the only way to update rk̃j to
rk̃j+1 comes with the generation of m2 = h(m1, k̃). If m2 is received by the
tag it will update its key from tki to tki+1 and consequently i = j again.
Obviously, to prevent incrementation of i is to block or replace m2 since then
the tag does not update its key and as a result i = j−1. Next, the adversary
needs to go one step further since the reader is still able to identify the tag
(tk̃i = rk̃j−1). To induce another reader key update, the reader has to be
provided with the tag identifier id by using the second channel. When the
last synchronization attempt turned out to be unsuccessful, which is stored
in the reader state belonging to id, the reader just sends random data for m2.
In this situation resynchronization has to be done in a safe environment. The
tag state either contains tk̃i when in the last synchronization attempt m2

was blocked or the tag state contains tk̃i+1 when the last synchronization run
was successful. In the latter case the reader is able to identify the tag since it
knows rk̃j which equals tk̃i+1, respectively. To conclude, the adversary needs
to induce a synchronization run, which can be done by first querying the tag
more than N times. Then, before the reader starts a synchronization run it
retrieves id. By looking up the correct entry using id the reader has enough
information to decide on the execution of another synchronization run. If
the last attempt was unsuccessful this indicates that something suspicious is
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going on and resynchronization should be done in a safe environment. If the
last attempt was successful the reader is sure that i = j. So, max(|i− j|) = 1
where i < j, which is not enough to satisfy i < j − 1.

Finally, from the two possible strategies to win the Strong-Corr-GameΠ we
conclude that both i > j and i < j−1 cannot be satisfied, therefore contradicting
the assumption that such an adversary A exists.

7 Conclusion

This paper presents a new approach to tackle the desynchronization problem.
This desynchronization problem is actually an unwanted side effect of a solu-
tion to another problem: location privacy for RFID tags. Many solutions tend
to solve this problem by introducing a stateful protocol. A main challenge of
these protocols is to keep the tag and reader state synchronized while at the
same time no information can be leaked that enables an adversary to track a
specific tag. To the best of our knowledge there have been no attempts to seek
the solution beyond the bounds of the wireless link. In line with the abilities
of a narrow adversary, introduced by Vaudenay in [Vau07], in which an adver-
sary is unable to see the result of a protocol run like a gate that opens, this
paper proposes to use this information flow also in the opposite direction. This
means that additional information is made available to the reader which it can
use to identify and resynchronize with the tag. A narrow adversary does not
have access to this information since it is not send on the wireless link but some
other communication channel which is introduced in this paper as the second
channel. This paper adds some mild restrictions to the narrow adversary and
introduces this as the thin adversary which is needed to prove forward-privacy
under mild additional assumptions. Suppose that barcode scanners are used as
second channel and RFID tags are additionally equipped with barcodes. Addi-
tionally, assume a protocol P that uses the second channel such that it provides
thin-forward privacy and is not subject to desynchronization. Then, tracking
tags in this system has become as hard as tracking barcodes.

The second channel can be used in new protocol designs and relaxes the
workload of the reader and/or database. It allows to solve the desynchronization
problem in an elegant way and eliminates the need for restrictions on the number
of key updates that can be induced by an adversary between two synchroniza-
tions. In order to show that such a protocol can be constructed we proposed
a protocol that only uses hash functions. We have shown that it it provides
thin-forward privacy in the random oracle model. Furthermore, we followed the
desynchronization definition of [CC08] to show that the protocol is not subject
to desynchronization.

We are currently working on the formalization of the security claims in
Proverif, following the direction of [BCdH10]. This task turned out to be non-
trivial due to the fact that our protocol is state-full.
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